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REFACE
The story of Atlantis originated with Plato in two dialogues, Timaeus

and Critias, written towards the end of his life. The detailed description
of the island is in Critias which he left unfinished . Timaeus and Critias
were planned as part of a trilogy in which the third book was to be the
contribution of Hermocrates. But Plato wrote another massive work,
the Laws and died before he could go back and finish Critias. In fact the
Laws became an expansion of the political and legal system of the ideal
state that Socrates had asked Hermocrates to outline in his contributions
to the trilogy. Its length and detail outgrew the modest scale planned for
the original trilogy. The point at which Critias' story ends in midsentence is where Zeus has summoned the gods of Mt. Olympus to
consider what to do about the people of Atlantis whose moral conduct is
considered to have become so degenerate that they deserve punishment.
We have already learned from Critias' contribution in Timaeus that
Atlantis was destroyed in a cataclysmic flood and sank beneath the sea,
and the same disaster also destroyed Bronze Age Athens and Mycenaean
Attica. In the Timaeus, Critias first tells Socrates the extremely plausible
origin of the Atlantis story. He heard it from his grandfather , whose
close friend the poet and traveller Solon, heard it from Egyptian Saïte
priests. They told the history of periodic catastrophes, floods and other
upheavals that punctuated history, and of one in particular, that
destroyed an island kingdom and devastated most of the known world,
including Greece, about 9000 years before Solon's time. Athens was
described then as “..pre-eminent in war and conspicuously the best
governed in every way, its achievements and constitution being the
finest of any in the world.....”.
Critias goes on in the next book of the trilogy to describe Atlantis in
such convincing detail, that it was believed to be a genuine historical
island kingdom. Hundreds of books and articles have been written about
Atlantis, speculating about where it was. But, despite much
archaeological research, no trace has been found. A recent book by the
historian Peter James - 'The Sunken Kingdom' - reviews all the
theories, and concludes that Plato drew the Atlantis story from multiple
legends and histories, but used it as an allegory to illustrate the moral
decline of a state at war with the virtuous Athens during the Golden age.
James personally favours the legendary kingdom of Tantalis , a Bronze
age Hittite state destroyed by a cataclysmic flood near Mt; Sipylus, as
the most likely source for Plato's Atlantis. Plato intended his imaginary
allegorical Atlantis to represent contemporary Athens at the end of the
Peloponnesian war, defeated, and ruled by tyrants.

For many years I have been intrigued by this story and struck by its
contemporary relevance. A powerful, and wealthy nation, which during
its early history has an admirable political constitution and laws,
discovers and exploits a new mineral which Plato called 'orichalc', and
becomes even richer and more aggressive, conquers, colonises or
dominates all the known world. But her arrogance, fed by success,
wealth, and material standard of living, grows disproportionately, and
creates many enemies, who attempt to resist and succeed for a while.
But their moral degeneration was considered enough to merit their
punishment. Plato stops writing at the point when he has suggested that
the catastrophe that destroyed Atlantis, Athens and most of the
contemporary world is the punishment meted out by Zeus and the other
gods, and is faced with having to write their dialogues.
To the Greeks the gods were personifications of human virtues and
qualities, like goodness, justice, wisdom, chastity, freedom, and love,
they were guardians of certain realms like the home, the sea, the
underworld, and activities like medicine, agriculture, war, arts, crafts,
music, and sex, and they were capable of interceding in human affairs.
But they also showed very human attributes like anger, jealousy, lust,
fear and malice. The older generation, Zeus and his siblings, were
descended from more terrible and shadowy gods, the Titans who in turn
were born of Gaea, the Earth, formed first out of Chaos.
In Timaeus, Plato, in trying to formulate a more rational and coherent
creation story, comes close to a monotheistic conception of god, and this
provides a clue to his inability to finish Critias' story. His view of history
was cyclical and catastrophist. He believed that civilisations arose and
eventually were destroyed by great catastrophes like universal floods,
after each of which a few survivors had to start all over again. . The
flood that destroyed Atlantis was one of these, and like the others that
are common in the legends of the ancient world, was believed to be a
punishment of the Gods. The Olympian gods, led by Zeus were powerful
but fickle, believed to be capable of being placated by offerings, but
whose punishments were limited to throwing down some thunderbolts,
or punishing individuals by metamorphosing them into plants or animals
or condemning them to eternal torments. The larger forces of nature like
earthquakes, meteors, volcanic eruptions, tidal waves and floods capable
of wiping out whole civilisations, destroying the gods' favourites as well
as the sinners, were produced by something bigger, and Plato probably
thought that these cataclysmic events that punctuated history were part
of the grand design of his "demiurge". In Timaeus he describes the
world created by his "…..framer of the universe....." as spherical,
spinning on its axis, perfect and self-sufficient "for it was designed to
supply its own nourishment from its own decay and to comprise and
cause all processes, as its creator thought that it was better for it to be
self-sufficient than dependent on anything else".

This was his description of Gaea, the embodiment of the Earth in the
traditional Greek Theogony of Hesiod. It is interesting and no
coincidence that modern ecologists have adopted Gaea as a symbol for
the earth's biosphere, atmosphere and integrated ecosystem. It was first
suggested by Sir James Lovelock, a scientist who first devised methods
of measuring levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, and suggested
that the earth should be considered like a self regulating organism,
whose integrity and balance could be upset human activity.From this
lofty concept of God, Plato must have viewed the quarrelsome family of
Mt. Olympus as hardlly qualified to pass judgement or hand out the sort
of punishment that Atlantis (and Athens) had suffered. He was writing
moral philosophy, not strictly and simply history, and the Atlantis story
suited the didactic purpose of the dialogue. If, as Peter James has so
convincingly argued in 'The Sunken Kingdom' it is loosely based on
the legend of the kingdom of Tantalus, he either deliberately changed
the names and location to be free to use the story for his own purpose, or
else the legend changed in the retelling over the two centuries since
Solon reputedly heard the legend of Atlantis from Egyptian priests and
passed it on through Critias' family. In structure Timaeus and Critias are
a history of the world from the creation by the 'demiurge' and the
Atlantis story was presented as part of the prehistory of the known world
and its destruction as one of the earliest of the catastrophes that
punctuated history. His dialogues were a vehicle for his moral
prescriptions and so it suited him to make the destruction of the people
of Atlantis a punishment for their pride and moral degeneration.
When the moment came to imagine what Zeus and the gods were going
to say, he was faced with a dilemma, and if their words revealed his
identification of an imaginary Atlantis with contemporary Athens, ruled
by tyrants, who were morally degenerate deserving punishment by the
gods. To continue might have left him open to a charge of blasphemy,
corruption of the youth of Athens and perhaps the same fate as Socrates.
If he believed in the Olympian gods at all, he would have had to portray
them either as ruthless, punishing everyone , or else as aware of but
unable to direct or avert a global catastrophe ordained by a higher
power. In any debate on the subject among the gods, given their interests
and links, Athena and Hephaestos would have opposed the destruction
of Athens, Ares would have approved of their military might and
aggression, Hermes would have praised their technology and wealth, and
others would have been critical or ambivalent, but opposed to wholesale
destruction of most of the civilised world. Plato must have been halted
by the paradox that he had created by bringing in Zeus and the Olympian
gods to the dialogue of Critias. Secretly he probably believed that the
cataclysm was beyond the power of the Olympian gods either to provoke
or avert, but did not believe that the power that did control these things
was indifferent to the affairs of men or that all life should suffer for the
sins of a few.

Given the contemporary relevance of the Atlantis legend, I have
imagined Plato transported in time to the present, free of the oppressive
regime in Athens, and finishing Critias' account by writing the dialogue
of the gods. Their vocabulary is a little archaic, but they can see and
understand the contemporary world from their position of Olympian
detachment. But not everyone is clearly against the dominating rich
power with its advanced technology, military might, high standard of
living, liberal values and free enterprise. But in the background is Gaea,
personifying the spirit of the earth, whose biosphere is being destroyed,
atmosphere polluted, mineral resources plundered to increase the wealth
of the powerful few. They are conscious that, as before, their power over
the whole "realm of change" is limited to trying to steer the affairs of the
human beings who have invoked them, and try to avert the predicted
cataclysms caused by the damage to Gaea that their headlong progress
will trigger. Peter James writes at the end of 'The Sunken Kingdom' :
"Ironically enough, it never seemed to occur to Plato that mankind itself
could become an extra threat to the fragile environment […] Were he
around today, Plato might have had less trouble completing his epic.
We, the new Atlanteans, would have provided the model and the answer
to the philosophical dilemma which seemed to halt his writing […]. Our
appalling greed and abysmal lack of respect for the environment make
the hubris of the old Atlanteans seem trivial. "
I began this project after making a number of prints and paintings on the
Atlantis theme, but after a lot more reading, decided I needed a text to
create an 'artist's book', expressing in images and words, passionately
held convictions. I do not pretend to be a philosopher and hope that my
presumption in trying to see the contemporary western world through
the eyes of Plato will be forgiven, and that the images will be excuse
enough for the exercise.

AEA
At the beginning of all things
Mother Earth emerged from
Chaos and bore her son
Uranus as she slept.
Gazing down fondly
at her from the mountains,
he showered fertile rain
upon her secret clefts,
and she bore grass,
flowers, and trees,
with the beasts
and birds
proper to each.
This same rain made
the rivers flow and filled
the hollow places with water,
so that lakes and seas came into being.
Robert Graves, The Greek Myths
"The Olympian Creation Myth"

RITIAS
Unfinished last section of Plato's Critias (translated by Desmond Lee)

"This was the nature and extent of the power which
existed then in those parts of the world and which god
brought to attack our country. His reason, so the story
goes, was this. For many generations, so long as the
divine element in their nature survived, they obeyed
the laws and loved the divine to which they were akin.
They retained a certain greatness of mind, and treated
the vagaries of fortune and one another with wisdom
and forbearance, as they reckoned that qualities of
character were far more important than their present
prosperity. So they bore the burden of their wealth and
possessions lightly, and did not let their high standard
of living intoxicate them or make them lose their
self-control, but saw soberly and clearly that all these
things flourish only on a soil of common goodwill and
individual character, and if pursued too eagerly and
overvalued destroy themselves and morality with them.
So long as these principles and their divine nature
remained unimpaired the prosperity which we have
described continued to grow.
But when the divine element in them became
weakened by frequent admixture with mortal stock,
and their human traits became predominant, they
ceased to be able to carry their prosperity with
moderation. To the perceptive eye the depth of their
degeneration was clear enough, but to those whose
judgment of true happiness is defective they seemed, in
their pursuit of unbridled ambition and power, to be at
the height of their fame and fortune. And the god of
gods, Zeus, who reigns by law, and whose eye can see
such things, when he perceived the wretched state of
this admirable stock decided to punish them and reduce
them to order by discipline.
He accordingly summoned all the gods to his own most
glorious abode, which stands at the centre of the
universe and looks out over the whole realm of change,
and when they had assembled addressed them as
follows: . . . ."

EUS

1

I have called you all here to decide with me
what is to be done about Atlantis, and her western allies
We have watched them grow in wealth, influence and
power,
slowly at first, from their founding by Poseidon,
creating a just and peaceful nation, favoured by us.
But lately, with their conquests around the world
and discovery of new sources of gold and orichalc
they have become proud, arrogant and greedy.
Their aggression has made enemies around the world,
like Athens and her allies, who have invoked our help.
Atlantis' pride in the strength of their armies and
machines,
and the skill and science which produced them
knows no bounds. They boast now that they are
the greatest power the world has ever seen.
But there has been a high price to pay for this power,
and something else of which you should be aware.
Gaea, Great Mother of all life on Earth is suffering,
complaining and restless in her living green mantle,
fevered under her turbulent covering of cloud.
Once while men lived in peace, taking from the earth
only
what they needed, and lived in harmony with her
creation,
Gaea rested and the seas and winds were tranquil.
But now the people of the lands led by Atlantis,
have provoked a new crisis for all her realm
by their greed, destruction, wars, and pride.
The cause is plain to see.
Ancient forests turned to viscous orichalc
deep under Gaea's mantle, found by Atlantis,
gave them the power to fire their noisome furnaces
with the energy of thousands of horses and slaves.
They abolished slavery but became slaves to machines,
and created a slavery of poverty for millions without
them.
This new reliance on machines has made them so lazy,
that all of Gaea's wealth is being consumed, destroyed,

burned, turned to toxins to poison future generations
to serve their profligate and wasteful way of life.
Gaea's fever may have catastrophic consequences
for all nature, life, animals and people of the earth.
Gases from the fires in their machines and furnaces
shroud the skies with invisible gases.
And he heat of the sun is magnified.
Earth's heat is trapped by polluting gas,
and icy continents will melt and oceans
rise to flood the coasts, and low-lying cities
and fertile valleys will disappear beneath the waves.
When Gaea sneezes, tempests sweep the land,
Tidal waves the seas, bringing destruction everywhere.
She coughs and volcanoes explode, black clouds hide the
sun,
bringing on new millennia of winter, worse than the
floods.
When she recovers, weakened, the earth will be a
different place,
most living things extinct, and if mortal men go as well,
what will become of us, who live in their imagination?
But perhaps we have the power to avert the catastrophe,
by punishing the Atlanteans now before their greed,
thoughtless pride and folly provoke Gaea's crisis
and the destruction of all the good things men have
made.
Only the Fates, Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos can decide
when the span of life allotted to the mortals of Atlantis
shall be ended, but men themselves can influence them,
by prudent action and respect for the Gods.
But I know that some of you wish to defend Atlantis,
or moderate our sanctions, afraid of the effects on other
lands.
Others among you agree with me, and know we must
save Gaea,
and the future of the creatures Prometheus moulded in
our form.
So we will hear everybody's views before our verdict,
and decide how Atlantis may be warned or punished,
and do what is within our power, or what we can
to influence the Fates and Gaea.

Hephaestos is, like Athena, concerned for the city
dedicated to their worship and at war with them,
and I can see, is ready to condemn Atlantis.
His brother Ares, hot-headed champion of war,
I know approves the Atlanteans' military might.
But before them Poseidon, founder of Atlantis,
I think, has first right to speak, whose rule
over the oceans gives him the greatest power
to punish them, if we agree on what shall be done.

OSEIDON
I am sad to join my brother in criticism
of the people descended from my union with Cleito,
and who, under the wise rule of Atlas and his brothers,
built up such a just, peaceful and prosperous nation.
Who can not admire the institutions they evolved,
the discoveries they made, the machines they invented,
chariots pulled by invisible horses,
ships like islands, buildings with wings
hurled into the air with prodigious power,
cities glittering like constellations in the night?
But all this, as Zeus has said, is due to orichalc,
essence of forests that grew millions of years ago,
pressed under primeval seas, which they found,
pumped out and burned to power their machines.
They find it even in my domain, erecting monstrous towers
bedded on the bottom to pump it out.
Then they carry it around the world in those iron islands,
spilling crude black pollution in the oceans,
even before they burn it to pollute the skies.
Their fleets of ships with nets sweep
the fish from my seas, to feed their greed.
Even the greatest of all sea creatures,
the whales are killed in a murderous hunt for rare oil.
No I cannot defend them if Gaea's health is threatened,
and the seas depleted and poisoned.
It is tragic to see them grow in arrogance and pride,
treating nature as an enemy and looting Gaea's treasures,
losing the wisdom that taught them how to live in harmony.
But I plead for a lenient sentence, not destruction,
perhaps a warning in the form of little storms
to frighten them into humility and prudence.
I can destroy their sea towers, sink their boats,
flood some coastal plains, and persuade them to reduce
their headlong consumption and conspicuous waste.
If it is not too late, it seems a pity to invoke
all Gaea's powers to utterly destroy their land,
which will also destroy the innocent victims
of their aggression and power like Athens and her allies.
Athena and Hermes will, I'm sure agree with me.

THENA
I do not speak against the Atlanteans
because they have tried to conquer Athens,
who fought alone, deserted by all her allies
and in the end resisted Atlantis' naval might.
But because the basis of their power was not wisdom
and true knowledge, but accumulation of data, facts,
and a false belief that nature itself can be subject
to human control; that all life can be explained,
reduced to numbers, formulae, and mechanisms.
They would recreate life as whirring wheels
and flashing numbers, and make machines
to imitate the swooping flight of swallows,
and colours of the peacocks tail.
The origin of all life they claim to be an accident,
a rare chance combination of molecules and energy,
when the earth was young, rather than the creation
of the first craftsman of this universe, the demiurge.
Their knowledge gave them power to make machines,
whose consequences they do not have the wisdom
to understand, predict, prevent, or change.
The results of this belief is arrogance,
pride in their technical skills and wealth
bought by the energy from distilled orichalc.
Their philosophers do not search for truth
or the way that men might live in peace,
searching for the life that is good
and which will benefit each other,
but play games with language
in their ivory towers.

The value of men's lives is measured by by virtue
and creative work, not by their wealth and worldly
gain.
Art reflects the values of an age and culture,
and Atlanteans have made of art a form of currency,
to be traded like commodities, hoarded, sold
and stored in vaults, rather than being created
to enhance temples, buildings, public places,
to celebrate the gods and tell the stories
of heroes and their exploits.
Young artists stopped creating works of imagination
with skills learned from their fathers that could be
treasured.
They conceived imaginary, conceptual works
described in banal words, or as empty frames,
which gullible critics praised for their profundity.
They laughed and took their prizes, but became
corrupted,
and left machines to create their works.
They invented clever boxes that catch the superficial
instant and ephemeral appearance of reality,
but relied on them more and more, instead of
intelligent interpretation of vision and a search
for the order and ideal forms hidden beneath surfaces.
Their art has become devoid of human feeling,
calculated games with language, numbers or splashes
of colour without meaning or structure.
The defining nature of each medium or craft is lost
as machines replace the skills of hand and eye.
The origin of all art in images engraved or painted
on the walls of caves was forgotten or ignored.
The mysterious link between the artists' marks
and perception of the visible world is rejected
by the curators of the nations galleries
and the artists who follow them.
Their buildings have have become plain unadorned
boxes without art to soften them or give them
meaning. Their cities are filled with ugly towers that
crowd together around the sunless and polluted
streets.

I know that not all the people of Atlantis
are like their kings and leaders, and many
are aware of the dangers of their arrogant
disregard for the health of Gaea's realm.
I know that they are helpless against the power
wielded by the tyrants that rule, and will suffer
if we agree with my Father, Zeus, to punish all.
How can the brave sailors of Athens
Who are right now at sea after their
Little victory, escape Atlantis' fate ?
I ask that we should send warning signs,
as Poseidon has suggested, that will persuade
them all that their headlong and careless progress
to enrich themselves at the expense of the Earth
must stop before a cataclysm that we are powerless
to prevent, is provoked by damage to the fragile
mantle that covers and protects Gaea from the fever
that she can be seen to suffer.

EPHAESTUS
There is much to be admired in the way
Atlanteans have exploited the inventions
They have found, and of all of them the best
Is the invisible energy that moves in metals
or on beams of light, Created by lodestones, or
distilled from the Sun.
They tamed the lightning bolts I forge for Zeus,
To light their cities, move their wheels,and send
voices and images around the world.
But so greedy are they for this light and
power,that far from accepting it as a gift of the
Sun, they set massive blocks of lodestones
spinning, by burning enormous quantities of
polluting orichalc
Or even worse, using the metal created deep in
the earth by our dreaded grandfather Uranus, in
terrifying furnaces that try to imitate the allconsuming fission of the Sun.
They have once even used this hellish fire from
Pluto's realm, to kill their enemies, and leave
living things and earth contaminated.
Their allies and enemies have copied them,
Creating enough of this latent fission locked up
In weapons to destroy all life on earth.
Their fiendish craft and skill I must concede.
They even tried to imitate my golden maidens
That speak and move like living beings,
But despite their belief that all life is
But a mechanism, have produced only a crude
And ugly simulacrum of insect life.

Prometheus the Titan, who created the human
race, and then took advantage of Zeus to steal
my fire to give them. Athena, at whose birth he
had assisted, taught him architecture, astronomy,
mathematics, navigation, medicine, metallurgy,
and other useful arts, which he also passed onto
the people of Atlantis, founded by Atlas his
brother. They in turn were taught by Daedalus
who learned his skills from me. They have also
used their skills in inventing powerful motors to
move their chariots of all kinds on the earth, in
the air with wings, over and under water, at great
speed, which have misused and exhausted
reserves of the precious orichalc extracted from
deep in the earth or in Poseidon's oceans.
As my father Zeus has said, the toxic byproducts of burning or converting orichalc have
heated and poisoned Gaia's protective mantle,
and will disastrously change the climate and
earthly environment
for as long as they persist in their pride and
mistaken belief that
there is no alternative way of living, travelling or
making things
than using the energy locked up in orichalc.
Their ingenious machines have made them rich
But lazy, selfish and not willing to share
Their benefits, but they exploit their gains,
To increase the poverty of the poor.
But I know that that their knowledge,
Applied with humility, respect for nature,
And generosity, can save them from the results
Of their ignorance of the effects on Gaea that we
see.
I ask you, Zeus, to give them a chance to change,
To save themselves and all those who will be
destroyed
By those impersonal forces unleashed by Gaea's
wrath.

RES
The Atlanteans are accused of pride and arrogance,
but who would not be proud if they had soldiers
in every land, keeping the peace, and punishing
those who dare to strike against them.
They can rightly call themselves
the most powerful nation the world has ever known.
Their machines of war invincible, their warriors,
so well equipped, that their enemies take fright
even before the battle lines are drawn.
They can rain fire from the skies so devastating
That cities are destroyed, people terrified, armies routed
before their chariots and foot soldiers arrive
to occupy the devastated and enfeebled land.
This great military power is based on their history,
and pioneering spirit, that was produced
when they left their island home to find
richer lands across the sea.
There they met tribes armed with bows and spears
who fought fiercely to keep their land.
But Atlanteans with their arms of bronze and iron,
and the terrible fire of orichalc, easily swept them back,
killing most, but keeping some for their amusement,
slaves,
or penned in reserves where they could do no harm.
This warlike spirit, the right to carry arms,
reinforced by wealth of gold and orichalc
bought them the power to conquer, colonise,
and dominate people all the world around.
They brought their forms of government,
mined the land and took their minerals,
settled their people who brought new ways
to rule, make laws and farm the land.
they felled the forests, home of wild and dangerous beasts,
and made the land produce new crops and grass
for grazing fat domesticated herds.
Is this not praiseworthy and should they be punished
for giving other people of the world
the benefits of their ways and weapons ?
They showed the world new ways of waging war,
and generously furnished arms to favoured allies,
who helped extend their dominion right up to Egypt's
borders.
Atlantis' might is now the best guarantee of peace
in the world, and to punish them
for their pride would be unfair.

ADES
All of Atlantis' power comes from my domain : black
solid orichalc from ancient woods ; liquid orichalc
pumped up from deeper forests where ancient seas
rotted them ; gases that escaped and are pumped out
with toxic liquids.
And not just orichalc, but minerals formed in the furnace
of my realm, which are exploited to make those
weapons and machines that Hephaestus has condemned.
But I do not complain about the wars and destruction
wreaked by Atlantis and her allies. The dead are
welcome here in Tartarus, and my nephew Ares is quite
right to praise them for their skills in warfare. Artemis
and Hestia complain that there are too many mortals and
that Gaia suffers from their overcrowded and polluted
cities, their destruction of forests, fields and wild
creatures. I say let the Atlanteans continue to destroy
their enemies and perhaps many of themselves by their
unhealthy greed and disregard for their own
environment.
I welcome it if millions must die, drowned as they flee
from war across stormy seas, or killed in civil wars
encouraged by those in Atlantis who supply their
weapons. Why send a flood to destroy them and many
besides, when they can be left to kill themselves, by the
abuse of Gaia's mantle, or by unleashing the power of
their ultimate weapon described by Hephaestus, stolen
from Pluto and Uranus over which they seem to have no
control.

ERMES
I am with Ares in my admiration for Atlantis,
and the way they have come to dominate the world.
It is not their military strength that I praise
but their development of a way of trading,
using imaginary gold whose value is not fixed
by its rarity, but by demand for it.
They have invented methods and machines to trade
in this illusory currency, which can accumulate
in such quantities that their wealth is legendary.
It is true that virtual fortunes can disappear
like water through a sieve, and be lost overnight,
or immense wealth can be claimed which is in reality
only numbers in a machine whose value fluctuates
at the mercy of priests and oracles in the market place.
However these machines whose first function
was to calculate, have been changed to use only numbers
to do everything: to write words; make pictures;
send messages around the world; drive chariots,
and simulate the processes of artistic creation.
This wonder seems like magic, and Atlantis wealth
is built on the desire of the entire world to buy
these machines that do the work of hands and brains.
With their enormous wealth, they can easily persuade
other poorer peoples to accept huge loans,
so they can imitate Atlantis' way of life, by creating
shining palaces for their kings and enormous projects
to persuade their people that they are advancing too.
They are clever too, for these loans are on condition
that Atlantis' traders have open access to their markets
where they can buy and sell at profitable rates.
As your messenger, I think we have a lot to learn
from their success in trade, creating wealth and sending messages,
and it would be a pity to punish them for their pride before we
have learned from them, and passed it on to the entire world.
I suggest we could invite Atlantis' seers and priests,
to take over management of our more tedious affairs,
our moral accounting and liaisons with mortal men.
And if they succeed and can make us as successful
as they claim to be, then we should forgive them
their pride and any other little moral failings,
and just advise them not to be so careless
with the resources that Gaea has let them have.

POLLO
I must first praise the Atlanteans for their music,
because they have learned from me, and created
many beautiful instruments and a language of signs
to record and communicate their melodies. In their
days of greatness, they invented new harmonies and
expressive ensembles of voices and instruments in
theatrical performances of great power that the gods
applauded and which inspired them.
But sadly, I regret that a growing number now have
turned their backs on the subtleties and harmonies of
their greatest works, and harnessed the power of
their machines to amplify their least harmonious of
new instruments in spectacles of deafening noise
and flashing lights. Great crowds of young
Atlanteans are drawn to dance and become
possessed by these trance-inducing rhythms, in
stadia, and in caverns. There, many inspired by the
rites of Dionysius and Aphrodite end in the
vestibules of the temples of Hygieia, Iaso, and
Panacea needing treatment for their excesses.
However, on behalf of my son Asclepius, the
Atlanteans must also be praised for their astonishing
discoveries in medicine and surgery, which
compensate a little for the deaths they have
provoked by their wars, and the diseases that have
resulted from the poisons and pollution produced by
their ignorance or disregard for Gaia's natural state.

They have extracted the healing essences of plants
and moulds known by their forefathers, purified
them and made them in huge quantities to relieve
pain and prolong lives to cheat the Fates. But their
medical skills have unintended consequences and
they have built many huge temples dedicated to my
son Asclepius. They are filled with the sick and
ageing, awaiting the surgeons knife, kept alive by
machines, or just imprisoned there with nowhere
else to go. My aunt Demeter has condemned their
obsessive overproduction of animals and food to
feed their greed. They have grown fat and diseased,
to increase the pressure on their doctors.......
The Atlanteans have become so dependant upon
their medical machines and new drugs that their
temples dedicated to Asclepius are so full that their
doctors are unable to treat them for relativly simple
things.

EMETER
I feel close to my sister in my distress about the
damage done to Gaia by the Atlanteans. Their
inventions extend to ways to exploit the earth by
extracts from orichalc to enormously increase the
yield of crops artificially, and by killing insects and
plants that are one part of the natural balance that
Gaia created. We gave them crops to grow on land
between the forests, but they grew greedy, and cut
down the forests to create great prairies where wind
and sun made dusty deserts. Floods carried away
the soil and the poisons used on crops were carried
into the sea.
They grow fat on a diet of meat produced in huge
quantities. Their animals are imprisoned in
buildings, fed with specially grown crops mixed
with artificial extracts to speed up their growth.
They justify their advances in crop and animal
production by claiming the need to feed the ever
growing population all around the world. But most
of the world continues to starve while they grow fat,
wasting huge quantities of the food they produce.
They use the land cleared of forests, often not to
produce food, but to grow crops to feed their
insatiable greed for oil. What they produce from
orichalc is not enough, but they must make new oils
to drive their chariots, or add to food.
I join my sisters in condemning their greedy,
wasteful, careless and ultimately arrogant way of
life that results in such damage to the natural world
that Gaia has created.

RTEMIS
You may be surprised to hear me speak against
Atlantis, but I am outraged by their destruction of the
virgin forests, habitat of all wild creatures and plants
born of Gaia. The trees of the forests and green plants
are Gaia's lungs, using our cousin Helios's rays to
give life and food, and maintaining her mantle in
stable equilibrium.
They not only destroyed the forests, but upset the
delicate balance of life that plants and living creatures
had developed, and upset the chain of life that Gaia
had created. Creatures small and large that depended
on each other as prey, or lived together in mutual
dependance became isolated and died.
You may have expected me to defend their hunters,
and the weapons of war they adopted for their sport.
But it was hunters that prized the skins or horns of
magnificent animals, which were slaughtered in such
huge numbers, that they were driven to extinction. At
other times it was food or substances yielded by
magnificent creatures like whales, that they valued
which led them to send fleets into Poseidon's domain
to drive them into near extinction. Animals were
killed simply for sport, to exhibit their heads or pelts
as trophies. Worst of all, they developed a culture
based on fear of their neighbours, or imagined
enemies, of possessing deadly weapons in enormous
quantities and used frequently to deadly effect on
their innocent fellow citizens.
Demeter has spoken of the poisons used to kill insect
pests to improve the prooduction of crops, but these
kill many other creatures whose deaths are not
anticipated, and whose loss has unintended
consequences for the web of life that Gaia initiated.
I am in favour of our father Zeus punishing the
Atlanteans in any way that will stop their willful
destruction of the natural world.

PHRODITE
I really do not think that the Atlanteans deserve the punishment
threatened by Zeus and Poseidon. A great flood will punish all the
peoples around the Middle Sea, who are already innocent victims
of the wars against Atlantis, and do not share the blame for Gaia's
troubles.
But there is no doubt that the sex I represent are having very
mixed fortunes in Atlantis now. Very many have been freed from
centuries of domestic enslavement, and now are free to love and
only bear children when they want. They are free to work and
make their voices heard in the Forums and participate in the
Councils. But these freedoms have been obtained at a high cost to
many women who are still slaves, exploited as prostitutes, or
debased by pornography. Hera complains that marriage has
declined and promiscuity among the young has produced
unwanted numbers of children in broken families.
Sexual freedom among the young takes many and curious forms
of which I cannot approve. The new ways of communicating that
Hermes has described with approval allows millions of
pornographic images to be distributed to any who want to see
them. Men and women also indulge in Dionysian revels at night
which often are harmful to themselves, or result in the conception
of unwanted children.
On holy days in summer there is a mass exodus to where they can
practice their homage to Poseidon on beaches where they expose
themselves to Helios. At night they worship Dionysus in small
temples and dance to the music that Apollo has deplored.
Although all that I have criticised is nothing to the damage done
on a huge scale to Gaia's realm that our father Zeus has
condemned, I feel that the people of Atlantis need to be reminded
of our concerns.

ESTIA
The foundation of all the cities of Atlantis by,Poseidon,
Atlas and his children was in harmony with the nature of
the world and Gaea’s creation. They were conceived as
symmetrical and concentric circular canals which
respected the contours of the land and flow of water to
the sea, an ideal form praised by the Gods and imitated
by the peoples of the world. Temples and public
buildings stood on high land between the waterways ,and
at the centre was the palace of the king. Houses lined the
circular canals with gardens and open spaces for spaces
for sports and recreation within the sectors defined by the
geometry. The. houses were built around courtyards, and
many were close to the fields and shops where the
population worked. The low-lying lands were protected
by dykes and walls with fortified locks and harbours for
galleys to discharge cargoes and troops.
The architecture of all the buildings was based on The
forms, traditions and proportions decreed by Atlas and
the Gods to the founders, following the rules of harmony
and order applied to music sculpture, pottery, decoration,
by which the whole visual environment was unified and
harmonised and provided a model that inspired Athens
and the world for the years until they were destroyed by
Atlantis. Building were decorated with sculpture and
ornaments copied from nature.

But as Atlantis grew in power and wealth, their own
population increased rapidly and new cities were
founded along the coasts and islands, growing to house
the refugees from the Atlanteans’ wars of conquest. The
old cities were filled,and spread over the surrounding
landscape and forests. Cities became insanitary
generaters of disease and discord. Houses were piled up
into towers and tenements. Black solid orichalc was
discovered to fire the furnaces and boilers of the chariots
described by Hephaestus, and the skies were filled with
smoke and the processes that Zeus described which are
choking Gaea began.My sister Demeter has spoken of
their destruction of forests and agricultural land, Artemis,
for her part, regretted the death and extinction of
animals and abuse of the hunting sport, and when lethal
weapons were turned on men,women and children,in
wars to conquer more land.
It became impossible to build in the old way, as land
became too scarce . Cities had to build walls,. But
Hephaestus and Ares have told us of the weapons that
were able to destroy any walls and even flatten complete
cities.
Over time we have seen their cities grow on their islands
and population abandon their lands as Atlantis exported
their ideas and technology. Huge populations could
spread all over the world carried by their flying chariots
driven by their liquid orichalc.
I saw the buildings of their cities reach up into the skies,
competing with each other for air and space, leaving
criss-crossing canyons between them filled with
chariots,belching fumes of orichalc. Families had to live
trapped behind glass walls moving up and down in
mechanical cages,

ERA
My brother and husband has told us why we have been
called together to debate the fate of Atlantis. He has
described how our grandmother Gaia is being damaged by
the Atlanteans' careless and arrogant disregard of her
domain , the natural world. They are proud of their human
superiority and divine right to ruthlessly exploit the
resources of the land , seas, and air above to dominate all
other peoples and species, and to kill everything that stands
in the way of their progress and power. They do not
understand the delicate balance that Gaia needs to provide
a harmonious environment for humans and other life to
coexist. I have heard many of my family expressing their
views about their wars,and destruction of the Atlanteans,
and their overwhelming pride in their achievements many
of which are at the expense of Gaia's health . But some
have praised the Atlanteans for their useful technical
inventions,and do not think they should be subjected to the
storms, floods and other unavoidable catastrophes
predicted by the Gods.
My brother Poseidon, having created Atlantis and its
people by his union with Cleito, defends them,but
acknowledges how much they have damaged his domain,
the oceans. They have polluted the seas with raw orichalc
and its plastic derivatives, impoverished them by their
over-exploitation of their most numerous inhabitants and
destruction of their greatest and most impressive creatures.
He is with Zeus in fearing that we cannot prevent the
predicted floods,storms and catastrophic events that the
earth has regularly produced through its history.
My son Hephaestus has expressed his distress at the way
that their inspired invention of new kinds of mechanical
power derived from orichalc,taken to extremes, becomes
monstrously destructive in their wars,and development.
They have created weapons capable of mass annihilation,
and persist in their belief that they have divine permission
to use them to gain power.I cannot support my brother
Hades or our son Ares in the way they glory in the deaths
and destruction resulting from their war-like aggression,
and successes in battle.

My sister Demeter, like me, regrets their violation of
nature, pollution of the land and food crops with the
chemical byproducts of orichalc, and their destruction of
forests, creation of deserts, to gain more grazing land or to
grow crops not required for food.
My other sister Hestia has told us how the domestic
environment has been changed by the consequences of
their wars and technological advances and how cities have
outgrown their ideal beginnings in the state created by
Atlas and his sons. She shows clearly that their successes,
wealth, conquests and influence have transformed cities all
over the world, and joined to upset the delicate balance of
Gaia's mantle. They have been forced to imitate the ugly
towers and canyons of Atlantis in places which are
vulnerable to the storms,fires and floods predicted by Zeus
and Poseidon.
Our niece Artemis joins Demeter and Hestia in their
condemnation of the destruction of the natural
environment. She deplores the burning of forests, which
contributes massively to the heating of the climatic mantle
that envelopes Gaia. Artemis the huntress is distressed by
the fate of the people of the forests whose way of life as
hunters preserves the forests and species that depend on its
survival. They are killed or driven out as the forests are
destroyed for more grazing land.
Of course Athena shares our criticisms,partly because she
is a woman, who identifies like us with Rhea and Gaia, and
also because she was born fully armed out of Zeus's head;
in her wisdom she understands the errors that have led the
Atlanteans’ to their pride and belief in their superiority.
She is supported by Hephaestus, her brother, who are both
associated with Athens, which was attacked by Atlantis.
In support of Atlantis ,Hermes admires their intellectual
achievements,and creation of unlimited virtual wealth and
their mathematical skill which speeds up communications
and manipulation of realistic images. Apollo follows
Hermes in his admiration for the Atlanteans’ technical
skills,and he is seduced by their musical achievements,
poetry, philosophy , astronomy, mathematics, medicine,
and science.

From our adopted daughter Aphrodite, we have heard a
spirited defense of the Atlanteans' success and pride in
their achievement of sexual freedom for men and women.
But my sisters and I, plus Artemis and Athena, all agree
that it is only good if it gives women more power and
influence in society, and does not undermine marriage,
family security. But Aphrodite regrets as we do, some of
the appalling consequences of sexual freedom, on the
degradation of women by pornography, prostitution, sexual
slavery, unwanted pregnancies, sexual diseases. We regret
the resistance of Atlantean men to grant women equal
rights and rewards.

I have listened to all the criticisms and defenses of the
Atlanteans, and our lord Zeus's warnings of the dangers to
Gaia. But personally,I can only emphasise my distress at
the decline in marriage and stable relationships in families.
Partially because of the sexual freedom of women which
Aphrodite has applauded , but I, and my sister, Hestia, are
not convinced that women have gained overall from this
freedom. Men have misused it to exploit and enslave
women in other more degrading ways.
But there are very many philosophers and prophets in
Atlantis who have studied all the problems we have
discussed especially the effects on Gaia of polluting gases
produced by orichalc, the destruction of the forests and
lives of animals on land and sea. They have warned their
leaders and peoples of the consequences, the melting of icy
continents, the gradual sea level rise flooding coastal cities
and lands, exceptional storms and floods, greater than
those that Poseidon or Zeus could unleash. But their
leaders are helpless to act. Their power is based on the
wealth created by their technology and they cannot risk
being deposed by other rulers who can promise to avert
the cataclysms to come by actions that will reduce that
wealth. So their hubris will be punished, if not by us, their
gods, then by the more powerful forces of the earth on
which they depend – Gaea.

L'ATLANTIDE CONTEMPORAINE

REFACE
L'histoire de l'Atlantide a été contée par Platon, pour la
première fois dans ses deux dialogues, le Timée et le
Critias, écrits vers la fin de sa vie. La description
détaillée de l'île est dans le Critias, laissé inachevé parce
que Platon s'est buté sur un paradoxe et ne savait pas très
bien comment continuer. Il l'a mis de côté pour écrire
une autre œuvre monumentale : les Lois; puis il est mort
sans avoir le temps de revenir au Critias. Le Timée et le
Critias faisaient partie d'une trilogie et le troisième livre
de cette trilogie aurait du être la contribution
d'Hermocrate à propos de laquelle les érudits s'accordent
à dire qu'il avait l'intention de compléter la séquence
historique et de décrire un état idéal fondé sur une vision
utopique de l'ancienne Athènes. En fait, c'est bien ce que
les Lois sont devenues. Elles ont dépassé le cadre
modeste qui était assigné à la trilogie du début. Le
moment où l'histoire du Critias se termine, sans même
qu'on puisse voir une phrase achevée, c'est quand Zeus a
convoqué tous les dieux sur le mont Olympe pour
débattre du sort du peuple Atlante dont la conduite et les
mœurs sont devenues si dégénérées qu'ils méritent un
châtiment. Nous avons déjà appris dans le Timée que
l'Atlantide fut détruite dans un cataclysme et s'abîma au
fond des mers, et le même désastre arriva aussi aux
Athéniens.

J'ai été intrigué par cette histoire pendant de nombreuses
années et j'ai aussi été frappé par l'écho qu'elle peut avoir
dans notre époque. Une nation puissante et prospère, qui
possède dès les origines une constitution et des lois
admirables, exploite un minerai nouveau que Platon
appelait l'orichalque, devient de plus en plus riche et
agressive, conquiert, colonise et domine tout ce qu'elle
peut. Mais son arrogance, que lui confère le succès, la
richesse et un niveau de vie confortable, croit et embellit
si bien qu'elle se crée de nombreux ennemis qui essaient
de lui résister et réussissent pour un temps. Mais la
décadence morale des Atlantes suffisait à déclencher leur
punition. Platon s'arrête d'écrire au point où il a suggéré
que la catastrophe qui détruit l'Atlantide, Athènes et une
grande partie du monde d'alors, est la punition décidée
par Zeus et les autres dieux.
Pour les grecs, les dieux étaient des personnifications des
vertus et des qualités humaines; telles la bonté, la justice,
la sagesse, la chasteté, la liberté et l'amour. Les dieux
avaient la charge de certains domaines comme la mer, les
enfers et certaines activités : l'agriculture, la guerre, les
arts, l'artisanat, la musique, le sexe. Ils étaient aussi à
même d'intercéder dans les affaires des hommes. Mais ils
avaient aussi des attributs bien humains : la colère, la
jalousie, la luxure, la peur et la malice. La génération
plus âgée, Zeus et ses frères et sœurs descendaient d'êtres
beaucoup plus terribles et mythiques, les Titans, qui eux
mêmes avaient pour mère Gaia, la Terre, issue du Chaos.
Dans le Timée, Platon lorsqu'il essaie de formuler une
création du monde à la fois plus rationnelle et plus
cohérente, vient se rapprocher de la conception
monothéiste de Dieu. Ceci fournit un indice en ce qui
concerne son échec à finir la trame du Critias. Ses vues
sur l'histoire étaient cycliques et catastrophistes. Les
civilisations naissaient et à la fin périssaient dans des
catastrophes apocalyptiques, comme au déluge, après
quoi une poignée de survivants recommençait tout à
zéro. Le déluge qui détruisit l'Atlantide fut une
catastrophe de ce type et comme les autres récits de
destruction qui sont communs aux légendes du monde
ancien, ce déluge était considéré comme un châtiment
divin.

Les dieux de l'Olympe, avec Zeus à leur tête, étaient
puissants mais volages. On les croyait susceptibles d'être
amadoués par des offrandes. Leurs châtiments
consistaient seulement à faire cascader du ciel quelques
coups de tonnerre. Les individus qu'ils voulaient punir,
ils les métamorphosait en plantes ou en animaux, ou bien
ils les condamnaient aux tourments éternels. Les forces
cosmiques de la nature, comme les tremblements de
terre, irruptions volcaniques, lames de fond et déluges,
capables de faire disparaître des civilisations entières,
avec les favoris des dieux et les mécréants pêle-mêle,
cela même était activé par quelque chose de plus grand et
Platon pensait probablement que ces évènements
cataclysmiques qui ponctuaient l'histoire faisaient partie
du grand dessein de son démiurge. Dans le Timée, il
décrit le monde créé par son grand architecte de
l'univers, comme une sphère qui tourne sur son axe,
monde parfait et se suffisant à lui même," car il était
destiné à se fournir sa nourriture à partir de sa propre
dégénérescence, et à inclure en lui tous les processus
possibles, car son créateur pensa qu'il était bien mieux
qu'il fut autonome plutôt que dépendant d'autre chose
que lui même." Ce fut sa version de Gaia, la
personnification de la Terre dans la théogonie grecque
traditionnelle. Voilà qui est intéressant, et il ne s'agit pas
d'une coïncidence, les écologistes modernes ont accepté
Gaia comme le symbole de la biosphère terrestre,
l'atmosphère et l'écosystème tout entier.

Platon, ayant une conception de Dieu si avancée pour
l'époque, doit avoir pensé que la turbulente famille du
mont Olympe n'était pas à la hauteur pour porter un
jugement, ou bien pour précipiter dessus les hommes le
genre de châtiment que l'Atlantide ou Athènes ont subi.
Il écrivait dans le genre philosophie morale et non pas
précisément et tout simplement sur l'histoire, et le récit
de l'Atlantide était adapté au but didactique du dialogue.
Si comme l'a soutenu de façon si convaincante, Peter
James dans "The Sunken Kingdom" (le royaume
englouti), tout ceci est basé sur la légende du royaume de
Tantale, alors il a changé délibérément les noms et les
indications de lieu pour être libre d'utiliser l'histoire à ses
propres fins, ou alors la légende s'est déformée peu à peu
depuis deux siècles puisqu'on dit que Solon l'a entendue
de la bouche des prêtres Egyptiens et l'a répété à la
famille de Critias. Dans leur structure, le Timée et le
Critias sont une histoire du monde à partir de la Création
par le démiurge et le récit de l'Atlantide fut présenté
comme faisant partie de la préhistoire du monde connu
du temps, et sa destruction comme une des catastrophes
primordiales qui ponctuèrent l'Histoire. Ses dialogues
étaient un véhicule pour ses prescriptions morales et cela
l'arrangeait d'attribuer la destruction des Atlantes à une
punition de leur arrogance et de leur décadence morale.
Au moment où il devait imaginer ce que Zeus et les
dieux allaient dire, il s'est trouvé face à un dilemme, S'il
résolvait le dilemme, il se trouvait en porte à faux par
rapport à une possible accusation de blasphème et
encourrait le même destin que Socrate. La version à
laquelle il croyait, c'était que non seulement l'Atlantide/la
Tantalide avaient été rayées de la carte mais aussi
qu'Athènes et ses alliés avaient disparu. Il connaissait
assez la géographie pour réaliser qu'un terrible déluge
qui pouvait détruire une île au delà des colonnes
d'Hercule, ainsi qu'Athènes, aurait par le même coup
inondé tous les pays qui bordent la Méditerranée. S'il
croyait aux dieux de l'Olympe, il se devait de les décrire
implacables et punissant sans discriminer toute la
population pour les tares de l'Atlantide, ou bien au
courant d'une catastrophe globale imminente décidée par
des puissances supérieures, mais incapables de

l'empécher ou de la dévier. Chez les dieux et à propos de
ce sujet, dans tous les cas, Athéna et Héphaïstos, vu leurs
intérêts et leurs allégeances, se seraient opposés à la
destruction d'Athènes; Arès aurait été d'accord pour
approuver la force militaire et la bellicosité de
l'Atlantide; Hermès aurait applaudi devant leurs
technologies et leur prospérité et d'autres encore auraient
été critiques ou bien ambigus, mais se seraient opposés à
la destruction totale du monde civilisé que représentait
l'Atlantide. Platon a pu être arrêté par le paradoxe qu'il
avait créé en recrutant Zeus et les dieux de l'Olympe
dans cette aventure. Il croyait probablement dans son for
intérieur que le cataclysme en question, les dieux ne
pouvaient ni le déclencher ni le détourner, mais selon lui,
la puissance qui contrôlait ces évènements n'était pas
indifférente à la condition humaine et il n'était pas juste
que toute vie eut à souffrir à cause des égarements d'un
petit nombre..
Etant donné l'actualité de la légende de l'Atlantide, j'ai
imaginé de transporter Platon dans le temps et à notre
époque. Il est libéré du régime oppressif d'Athènes et il
achève le récit de Critias en rédigeant le dialogue des
dieux. Leur vocabulaire est un peu archaïque mais ils
peuvent voir et comprendre le monde contemporain du
haut de leur position d'Olympiens. Mais tous ne sont pas
contre le pouvoir riche et dominateur avec sa technologie
avancée, sa force militaire, son niveau de vie évolué, ses
valeurs libérales, sa libre entreprise. Et au fond du
tableau, il y a Gaia, l'esprit de la terre; sa biosphère est
détruite, son atmosphère polluée, ses ressources minières
mises à sac pour enrichir une puissante minorité. Ces
dieux sont conscients qu'à l'heure actuelle comme par le
passé, leur pouvoir sur l'évolution humaine est limité à
essayer de diriger les affaires des êtres humains qui les
ont invoqués et aussi à tenter de divertir le cours des
cataclysmes prévisibles que leurs déprédations envers
Gaia ont causé, dans leur course folle vers le progrès à
tout prix.

Peter James écrit à la fin du "Le Royaume Englouti":
"C'est assez ironique de penser que Platon n'a jamais pu
envisager le cas du genre humain qui devient une
menace sur l'environnement fragile. S'il était là de nos
jours, il aurait peut être eu moins de mal à compléter
son récit épique. Nous autres, les nouveaux Atlantes,
nous aurions fourni un modèle et une réponse au
dilemme philosophique qui semble avoir arrêté sa
plume. Notre convoitise effréné et notre manque de
respect absolu envers l'environnement, rendent la trame
de l'histoire des vieux Atlantes, totalement banale."
J'ai commencé ce projet après avoir fait un bon nombre
de gravure et de peintures sur le thème de l'Atlantide.
Mais au fil des lectures, j'ai décidé que j'avais besoin
d'un texte pour créer un livre d'artiste, un livre où
j'exprimerai mes convictions profondes par le mot et par
l'image. Je ne prétends pas être un philosophe. J'espère
qu'on me pardonnera ma présomption à essayer de voir le
monde occidental contemporain à travers les yeux de
Platon, et que les images me serviront comme autant
d'excuses pour avoir osé entreprendre un tel exercice.
Cedric Green, Bêlèterie; 2002.
traduit de l'anglais par Claudia Bawden

RITIAS
Le

manuscrit de Critias finit sur ces mots. (traduit par
Luc Brisson
"Telle etait la formidable puissance qui existait alors en
cette contrée, et que le dieu assemble et tourna contre
notre pays, pour la raison que voici. Pendant de
nombreuses générations, tant que la nature du dieu se fit
sentir suffisamment en eux, ils obéirent aux lois et
restèrent attaches au principe divin auquel ils etaient
apparentes. Ils n'avaient que des pensées vraies et
grandes en tout point, et ils se comportent avec douceur
et sagesse en face de tous les hasards de la vie et a l'égard
les uns des autres. Aussi, n'ayant d'attention qu'a la vertu,
faisaient-ils peu de cas de leurs biens et supportaient-ils
aisément le fardeau qu'etait pour eux la masse de leur or
et de leurs autres possessions. Ils n'etaient pas enivres par
les plaisirs de la richesse et, toujours maîtres d'euxmêmes, ils ne s'écartaient pas de leur devoir. Tempérants
comme ils etaient, ils voyaient nettement que tous ces
biens aussi s'accroissaient par l'affection mutuelle unie a
la vertu, et que, si on s'y attache et les honore, ils
périssent eux-mêmes et la vertu avec eux. Tant qu'ils
raisonnèrent ainsi et gardèrent leur nature divine, ils
virent croître tous les biens dont j'ai parle. Mais quand la
portion divine qui etait en eux s'altéra par son fréquent
mélange avec un élément mortel considérable et que le
caractère humain prédomina, incapables des lors de
supporter la prospérité, ils se conduirent indécemment, et
a ceux qui savent voir, ils apparurent laids, parce qu'ils
perdaient les plus beaux de leurs biens les plus précieux,
tandis que ceux qui ne savent pas discerner ce qu'est la
vraie vie heureuse les trouvaient justement alors
parfaitement beaux et heureux, tout infectes qu'ils etaient
d'injustes convoitises et de l'orgueil de dominer.
Alors le dieu des dieux, Zeus, qui règne suivant les lois
et qui peut discerner ces sortes de choses, s'apercevant du
malheureux état d'une race qui avait été vertueuse,
résolût de les chatIer pour les rendre plus modérés et plus
sages. A cet effet, il réunit tous les dieux dans leur
demeure, la plus précieuse, celle qui, située au centre de
tout l'univers, voIt tout ce qui participe a la génération,
et, les ayant rassembles, il leur dit :.."

